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almost half of global respondents in an online survey intend to
purchase clothing or make airline or hotel reservations using
an online device in the next six months [3]. Other categories
growing in prominence for online shopping include e-books,
event tickets, sporting goods, and toys [4].
The fast growth rate of the online grocery market presents a
challenge for supermarket chains competing for share, in
terms of balancing their online and offline investments. A
better understanding of the triggers which influence the
adoption (and the discontinuation) of online grocery shopping
is vital for the strategic management of this sector, both in the
―more developed‖ market and elsewhere.
Shopping for groceries online is arguably a discontinuous
innovation [5], requiring a significant change in behavior [6]:
online shoppers forfeit the social interaction of offline
shopping and the potential to evaluate groceries prior to
purchase. For online grocery shopping to develop beyond its
current ―niche‖ size, retailers need to understand not only
what triggers consumers to change their purchase behavior,
but also the extent to which their online shopping experience
reinforces the adoption process.
Previous research pertaining to Internet grocery shopping
has focused on comparing online and offline purchase
behavior in terms, for instance, of brand loyalty [7], shopping
behavior [8], the importance of brand names [9]; and
consumers’ perceptions of the advantages and disadvantages
of shopping online for groceries [10]. Another important
stream of research has examined the consumer traits of
Internet shoppers, either in terms of their general shopping
orientation [11], their web-usage-related lifestyle [12], or
psychographic characteristics [13]. Additionally, Rohm and
Swaminathan [14] developed a typology of internet grocery
shoppers based upon their motivations for shopping online.
This paper aims to describe the state of the art of food
online commerce for brick and click Italian supermarkets.
Retailers use ―Brick and Click‖ model when they can operate
dual channels: traditional and on line [15]. The increase in
online retail sales is influenced not only by pure players, but
also brick-and-mortar companies that have taken in the
opportunities of e-commerce and are implementing multichannel strategies (brick and click). It is clear that e-commerce
has created opportunities for both small and large companies
and a wide range of benefits for consumers as well [16].
Although online stores have many advantages
(convenience, easy access to product and service information,
twenty-four seven, tools for product and price comparison),
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I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE number of Internet users has been steadily increasing
all over the world, including developing countries. In Asia
and Eastern Europe, Internet access rates were considerably
high during the last year. In addition, more than 70 percent of
the population has access to internet from home in Western
Europe, North America, and Australia, and by 2016 the
number will be closer to 80 percent in these regions. Ecommerce is big business and getting bigger every day. Retail
sales worldwide—including both in-store and internet
purchases—will reach $22,492 trillion this year, according to
new figures from eMarketer [1]. The global retail market will
see steady growth over the next few years, and in 2018,
worldwide retail sales will increase 5.5% to reach $28,300
trillion. The most popular e-commerce categories, not
surprisingly,
are
non-consumable—durables
and
entertainment-related products. Nielsen [2] reported that
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they also have disadvantages over brick-and-mortar stores.
One of the most important disadvantages is the fact that
consumers cannot touch, feel, taste, or smell the products; this
prevents consumers from assessing product quality and
increases risk perceptions. People like buying in physical
shops, preferring them in all the phases of the shopping
journey we have just mentioned [17].
With Amazon.com entering the grocery channel, traditional
grocery retail chains will have to face a new competitor who
already owns the logistics and customer base. Amazon is soon
expected to become the next giant in online food retailing.
Supermarket giants Wal-Mart Stores and Kroger already draw
sales from their online efforts and compete with Amazon and
other e-commerce challengers, but the report from Food
Marketing Institute and Nielsen points out that the online
channel is likely to capture significantly more market share in
the decade ahead from the bricks-and-mortar stores [18].
Some of the reasons why an increasing number of consumers
buy groceries online are common to all Internet purchases,
including better prices, larger selection, convenience, and time
savings. Home delivery of items purchased online is appealing
to those for whom going out to shop is difficult for various
reasons, such as physical disability, the need to care for small
children, the lack of adequate or convenient transportation,
and/or a busy lifestyle. Buying groceries and other products
online unchains consumers from physically driving to and
shopping in traditional stores [19].

times a week versus other European countries where consumer
patterns show a greater tendency towards once a weekly bulk
purchasing.
The Italian population is aging and projected to decline in
coming years. While living longer, Italians are having fewer
children and marrying at a much later age. At the same time,
continuing societal trends toward smaller families and an
increasing number of women in the workforce are resulting in
food retail outlets offering ready-made, ready-to-serve
products and a wider range of products. However, contrary to
trends across Europe, the majority of Italians still live in small
cities and towns [21].
Currently, there are six major players in the Italian food
retail and distribution sector: Coop Italia, Conad, Interdis,
Carrefour, Auchan and SPAR. Despite the continued presence
of traditional outlets, as well as increased competition from
domestic and international retailers, these retailers occupy a
dominant position in the market. Four of the leading players Coop Italia, Interdis, SPAR and Conad - exist as consortiums
of smaller operators and owe some of their success to their
detailed knowledge of local requirements and shoppers'
preferences. Other major mass grocery retailers in terms of
sales revenue include Esselunga and Gruppo Pam. The
principal foreign investors are the major French retailers
Carrefour, Auchan and Leclerc, as well as the German retailer
Rewe and German discount chain Lidl. Through establishing
joint ventures with local operators, Leclerc, Carrefour and
Auchan have been able to build up a nationwide presence.
The Italian mass retail market has a value of 98.1 € Billion.
The value is decreasing after the downturn of 2008. The total
value is characterized by 6.6% by Hypermarket and
supermarket, followed by department stores 5.9%, large
specialized stores 32.1%, small traditional shops 39.2%, and a
group with Market stalls, ecommerce and door-to-door 16.1%.
In the Italian food retailing, the traditional stationary retail
formats prevail in the market and account for the majority of
the total revenue. Currently, the stationary retailing contributes
the large majority to the sales volume in the Italian retail
business. Over the past decade, convenience stores and
especially discounters have experienced an increase in their
market shares in the Italian food retailing. Traditional
supermarkets, however, are losing market share at the benefit
of two retail formats: market stall and department stores [22].
Since the store-based formats have been and still are the
driving force in the food retailing sector for several decades,
the non-stationary formats –especially Internet-based typeshave only played a minor role so far [23]. Moreover, nearly all
large traditional retail chains have built up online shops,
which, however, carry only general merchandise but no food
in their assortments.
In the contemporary economic environment, ecommerce is
the emerging business phenomenon in the world. A recent
study by Casaleggio Ass. Reveals that the total size of Italy’s
consumer retail market was about €14.4 billion in 2010 and it
is expected to grow to €30.0 billion by 2016 and to €50.0
billion by 2020. The explosive growth in internet usage has
more recently led to a corresponding growth in online business

II. MASS RETAIL MARKET IN ITALY
In Italy, the food retail and distribution sector is fragmented.
Traditional grocery stores continue to represent the majority
share of the outlets, with few large retailers and many small
local retail stores. Fortunately, consolidation is gaining
momentum with Italian and foreign operators starting to
expand their network of stores. Unlike other European nations,
the Italian food retail and distribution sector continues to resist
consolidation with small, traditional grocery stores (so-called
Mom and Pop stores) representing the largest segment of the
food retail sector, followed by open-air markets. Nonetheless,
consolidation is slowly gaining momentum, as a few Italian
and foreign operators are starting to expand their network of
stores, particularly in the south of the country. Larger food
retailers are starting to appeal to those consumers who are
attracted by the convenience that one-stop shopping offers,
and appreciate the wide range of products and additional
services that larger retail formats provide [20].
Italian consumer acceptance of retailer brands is lower than
in other European countries, including France, Spain,
Germany and the United Kingdom. The discount store format
remains quite marginal, but with the economic downturn has
improved somewhat. In general, Italian consumers remain
hesitant to shop at discount stores and purchase private label
products. While small neighborhood shops and specialty
stores are still the norm, Italian consumers are discovering the
convenience of large supermarket and hypermarket outlets.
Italian consumer purchasing habits place great value on the
freshness and quality of products, therefore shopping several
https://doi.org/10.17758/EAP.ED0917031
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and e-commerce [24].
The common feature behind the top three categories
consumers
report
purchasing
online,
including
clothing/accessories (30 percent), electronics (54 percent) and
games, toys and school supplies (37 percent), is that they
contain items purchased occasionally, rather than items to be
consumed in the immediate or near future. Research indicates
that the more in-demand items are less popular among online
shoppers, including personal care items (31 percent) and
furniture/home decor (30 percent).




III. THE RESEARCH
In this paper a qualitative method, based on inductive
multicase research [25], has been adopted to understand how
groceries brands use Web to sell food goods. The reason of
this methodological choice is that the aim of this analysis is
neither verify a hypothesis nor falsify, confirm or modify an
existing theory but better understand a still unknown
phenomenon and explore it in depth. This methodology
promotes the understanding of phenomena that are holistic,
complex and that evolves over time [26] [27], such as that of
the present study.
Even if the Italy’s online grocery market is less developed
than those in France and Germany, this paper aims to analyze
the state of the art of food ecommerce in Italy. In particular,
the study has two goals:
1. Identify the online commerce penetration in mass
retail market for grocery food products.
2. Identify the delivery models adopted by every
seller.
The paper started from the analysis of Federdistribuzione
Internet site and the identification of Italian food retailers.
Federdistribuzione is the lead trade association for the large
and modern retail industry in Italy. It gets together and
represents, at local, national and European level, large retail
companies: hypermarkets, supermarkets, superettes, discounts,
Department stores, large specialized stores. In the food
grocery, in Italy there are about 150 different brands on the
territory represented by 15.150 sales points (of which 7.450 in
franchising) and 222.500 employees. After the gathering of all
grocery brands, we visited the Internet sites to analyze:
 If the brand sells food products over Internet.
 Which are the areas where the service is available.
 The customer extra cost for the service.
 Which goods are sold over Internet.
 The delivery model.
For the previous last issue, literature presents three main
model used by food ecommerce sites [28]:
 Home delivery. Home delivery managed from a
central distribution center is a very common approach
for pure online retailers that have not already
invested into traditional retail stores. Traditional
retailers entering the online business often chose the
store based home delivery business model, which
allows them to serve customers out of their
established retail outlets. For example, Asda (UK)
https://doi.org/10.17758/EAP.ED0917031

only pursues this approach [29].
Click & Collect. This business model offers
consumers to pick up their pre-packed groceries from
traditional retailer outlets. Some retailers have
abandoned their store based home delivery service
and they solely focuses on the pick-up service. This
model is cheaper than the previous. As a store based
model, consumers can order all SKUs offered in the
respective retail outlet and may retrieve their
groceries on the same day.
Drive through. The drive-through lane works like
fast-food or prescription pickup windows. These
typically can serve only one shopper at a time, with
others queuing up behind. Another possibility is to
reserve a small number of parking spaces close to the
main entrance for in-vehicle pickups. The customer
orders by Web and book the time of picking. When
he/she arrives to the retailer, a clerk puts goods in the
customer’s car.
IV. MAIN RESULTS

The sample is composed of 129 Internet sites; the cases
represent the entire peninsula.
The main facts are:
 129 Internet sites visited – They represent 129
different grocery brands and they are present on
the Italian territory with about 15.000 sale points.
 14 brands have adopted the electronic commerce
and now they are solding products over Internet
 9 brands have not got an Internet site
 107 brands use their Internet sites to present the
company, promotions, special discounts, fidelity
programs.
All the e-commerce sites deliver their products over a
restricted area, in particular near the main metropolis in the
North Italy (Milan and Turin).
The distribution model provided by the groceries is:
 Home delivery: 10 cases
 Click & Collect: 9 cases
 Drive through: 3 cases
TABLE 1:
DELIVERY MODELS
Delivery Model
Home Delivery
Click and Collect
Drive Through
Home Delivery And Click & Collect
Home Delivery And Drive Through
Home Delivery, Click & Collect And Drive Through

Number of cases
10
11
3
5
1
2

Only Simply and Carrefour offer all the three ways to
deliver goods. In every case, retailers pick goods in the points
of sale, not in the distribution center. The average service cost
is 6 Euro, but usually the delivery is free of charge if the total
expense is greater than 40 Euro (minimum 39 Euro –
maximum 70). Delivery is very expensive if the value of the
order is 40 Euro, its weight is 15%. In the Home Delivery
83
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cases, customers can book the delivery. The service covers
only a limited area around main hypermarkets or
supermarkets. Simply, Carrefour and Esselunga are currently
trialing their Drive Through format.
Probably, retailers in Italy, where labor costs are high, have
seen some success with ―click and drive‖ initiatives, and we
expect growth will continue in the future, especially as
retailers strengthen their online offering and framework. This
solution is more convenient for the retailer because reduce
logistics costs: load goods, transport and eventually the
reverse logistics, in the case delivery failed.
Few food retailers offer online sales. One reason for this is
the underdevelopment of the Italian e-commerce market. Nonstore retailing accounts for less than 3% of total retail in Italy
and only 15% of people shop online. Internet users who
bought or ordered goods or services for private use over the
internet in the previous 12 months are only 41% in Italy
against the 66% of the European average [30]. The rise of
B2C e-commerce has brought challenges in retail logistics,
especially in the physical distribution to the final customer. In
traditional retail businesses, products are selected and taken
home by the consumers from the local store at any time they
want. In contrast, e-commerce enables consumers to select the
products online and have them delivered to their doorstep
[31]. Additional operations of order-picking, packaging and
delivery have to be performed by the retailers which are
expensive to carry out [32]. Thus, the responsibility for the
fulfilment process has switched from the consumer to the
retailer.
Probably, this situation will change soon because Amazon
launched its Amazon Fresh grocery home-delivery service
through its Prime Now service. For now, the fresh produce can
only be ordered online by people living in the city of Milan
and 34 municipalities in the back country. Shoppers in Italy
can choose from 30 different fruits and vegetables in the app.
These fresh produce items are available within a one or twohour delivery window from 8 AM to midnight. Amazon uses
refrigerated vans to deliver products and avoid to break the
cold chain [33].

developed. Probably Italians are very concerned with the
freshness of their produce and other consumables. Another
reason is that delivery fees are still expensive, the average
price is 6 Euro, the 15% in a 50 Euro expense when the
Average Order Value (AOV) is 47 Euro in the brick and
mortar retailers. The Average Order Value (AOV) is a metric
that measures the average total of every order placed with a
merchant over a defined period of time.
From the perspective of retailers, with ecommerce they
have additional costs. In particular, for every order they must:
 Pick products from shelves and Pack goods. These
actions require more personnel.
 Warrant the cold chain (if needed), in separate
refrigerators.
 Deliver to the customer (in the Home Delivery case)
with multi-temperature vans.
 Maintain goods in the right conditions until customer
arrive (in the Click and Collect and Drive Through)
None brands deliver goods from the distribution centers
(DC). DCs are not ready to pick few products for every order.
Usually they prepare orders destined to the point of sale, large
quantity and few points of delivery characterize every order.
At moment, the distribution center must re-organize pick-&pack processes and transportation (no big trucks but little
vans).
Brick and Mortar retailers have developed ecommerce only
around a few high density urban areas: delivery options are
often limited to a few select areas throughout Italy.
In conclusion, the food online selling is in Italy at moment
limited because:
 Customers are very concerned with the freshness;
 The delivery service is expensive
 Retailers are in front of new logistics costs and new
operations
 Distribution centers need a new organization if they
want to deliver in wide areas.
At the current point of time, the Italian online food retail
market is in an early development phase. The question
remains how successful could even a best practice operation
become and would such an offering prove to be a financial
success for the involved players? Hence, current traditional
retailers have to decide between staying ―traditional‖ and
risking losing market shares in the long-term or access a
potentially future promising market.

V. CONCLUSIONS
Italy is a big and competitive retail markets worldwide.
While there is a healthy competition among traditional brickand-mortar retailers (supermarkets and hard discount alike) a
major competitive impact of online-food retailing does not
exist to this point. While the Italian food retail sector is one of
the largest in Europe, the sector’s online/Internet provision for
customers is far behind the United Kingdom (UK), France,
and German. One factor that deters some Europeans from
moving to the Internet for grocery shopping is a lack of quality
assurance [34].
The preference for physical store shopping is probably even
higher and steady in more ―traditional‖ areas as Italy. One
conclusion can be drawn from this: the value is mainly created
in the physical shops, even it is captured online [35].
In the paper, the ecommerce for food goods is underhttps://doi.org/10.17758/EAP.ED0917031
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